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Abstract 
 The two studies within this paper look to determine the optimal social networking 
strategy across a combination of the social and ecological variables of Relational Mobility and 
Environmental Stability. Researchers Oishi and Kesebir (2012) hypothesize that societies 
characterized by low Relational Mobility and low Environmental Stability would choose to form 
narrow networks consisting of deep ties while societies characterized by high Relational 
Mobility and high Environmental Stability would choose to form broad networks consisting of 
weak ties. The Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis argues that across all combinations of social 
and economic variables, social networks with broad, weak ties would be the most beneficial. To 
test these competing hypotheses, Study 1 looks to replicate findings from Oishi and Kesebir’s 
Excel-based simulation by creating an agent-based model in NetLogo while Study 2 looks to 
build on the model created in Study 1 by adding more dynamic interactions between agents 
including proportional budget exchanges and friendship levels determined by previous 
interactions. Results from Study 1 find support for the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis while 
results from Study 2 mirror and support results from Oishi and Kesebir’s research while 
supporting their hypothesis. Further research is needed to better understand the relationship 
between social networking strategies and socio-ecological conditions. 
 Keywords: relational mobility, environmental stability, social networking strategies, 
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Understanding Ideal Social Networking Strategies Based on Relational Mobility and 
Environmental Stability 
 Sociality is an important part of the human experience that brings forth many benefits for 
those involved in networking groups. Forming relationships with others allows for needs to be 
met (Hawkley & Capitanio, 2015), cooperation to evolve, resources to be shared, and for support 
structures to form for group members to fall back on during hard times. Although social 
networks can be structured in many ways, research has found that human social networks tend to 
fall into two categories: (1) broad networks with weak ties to the many people within them and 
(2) narrow networks with deep ties to the few people within them (Granovetter, 1973). In each of 
these network types, the investment a person makes into the others in their group differs as their 
investment budget would remain the same, but the number of people they are connected to and 
the types of relationships they are forming with them would differ. In broad, shallow networks, 
humans will invest small amounts of resources in many people leading to many shallow 
relationships and very few deep ones. Conversely, in narrow, deep networks, humans will invest 
large amounts of resources into a few people leading to a few deep relationships and few shallow 
ones. In both of these network types it is typically expected that the investment will be 
reciprocated (Sebastián-Enesco & Warneken, 2015; Xiong et al., 2016) based on the idea that the 
associated network member is not a cheater and is also actively sharing resources with others in 
the group, especially with you. A combination of the many benefits a social network can bring 
and the threat of investing into a network type that may not provide adequate support or help 
fulfill needs as needed can lead to a human wondering which of the two main types of social 
networks they should form and invest in. Societies around the world vary in stability across 
different socio-ecological factors related to relationship formation (Thomson et al., 2018), so we 
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see variation in the type of social tie that is preferred cross-culturally (Adams & Plaut, 2003). 
Two of these socio-ecological factors in particular that vary across societies and can affect how a 
person chooses to go about forming relationships with those around them are Relational Mobility 
and Environmental Stability.  
Hypothesized Ideal Investments Across Social Networks 
Relational Mobility 
Relational mobility is typically defined as, “a socioecological variable that represents 
how much freedom and opportunity a society affords individuals to choose and dispose of 
interpersonal relationships based on personal preference.” (Thomson et al., 2018) Based on this 
definition, societies characterized by low relational mobility would produce fewer opportunities 
for new relationships to form or pre-existing relationships to change. In contrast, societies 
characterized by higher levels of relational mobility would provide more opportunities for 
relationships to form and pre-existing relationships to change (Thomson et al., 2018). The 
concept of relational mobility can also be understood through the lens of personal choice as 
individuals in low relational mobility societies would be less free to make personal choices on 
who they want to form social networks with and would likely rather be introduced into pre-
existing networks. Individuals in high relational mobility societies, however, would be presented 
with more relationship opportunities and would therefore be more likely to make their own 
choices about how they would like to set up their social network. Clearly, relational mobility is 
important to the formation of social networks as the presentation of new possible links for the 
network relies on being able to make new connections and drop old ones if necessary.  
Relational mobility may also be important to social networks as individuals in societies 
with high relational mobility would likely be better off making weak investments across multiple 
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friends (a broad, weak network) rather than making deep investments in a few friends since these 
friends could freely remove themselves from the social network at any time. It would make the 
most sense for people in contexts with high relational mobility to spread out small investments 
across their social ties since investments can be easily lost as new relationship options present 
themselves. Likewise, it would make the most sense for individuals in low relational mobility 
societies to form deep connections with fewer people in their network since these networks are 
typically pre-existing and more closed off, therefore making them less likely to change. If there 
is certainty that a connection in a social network will not break away easily, it makes sense for an 
individual to invest more in that connection rather than invest a little across many uncertain 
connections. The negative consequences of losing an investment in a social network are likely 
enough to motivate a person to carefully consider the types of social networks they are forming 
and the types of investments they are looking to make. 
Environmental Stability  
Environmental stability is simply defined as the stability of the environment one is living 
in. In societies with high environmental stability, individuals are less likely to experience serious 
crises that require a significant investment to correct. In societies with low environmental 
stability, random crises are expected which can only be corrected with significant investments. 
Based on this information we can again predict what type of social network may be the best for 
these societies since an important goal of social networking is to minimize the effects of losing a 
node while maximizing personal benefits from the network. If a person has a network filled with 
weak investment ties to many individuals, those individuals would likely be less enthusiastic in 
helping to eliminate a major economic crisis that their weak-tied friend may be experiencing 
since they’re receiving a small investment from them. Alternatively, a person with a network that 
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is formed of a few deep ties would be more likely to receive significant help from those strong-
tied friends since they were receiving a large investment. Based on this logic, it seems that 
people living in societies characterized by low environmental stability would be better off 
investing deeply in a few friends since they are more likely to experience these significant 
economic crises that may require support from a social network to recover from.  
Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis 
 Based on the socio-ecological factors described above, we can see that general 
predictions can be made about the types of networks that may be favored in certain societies 
based on an intuitive understanding of how to lessen the impact of a network connection loss. 
While it does seem that weak ties are ideal in certain situations, it is easy to think that deep ties 
are the best to form in any kind of social network, even those whose main function may not be to 
provide support, based on the principle of reciprocity. However, research has shown that across 
networks related to job hunting (Yakubovich, 2005), earning a higher income (Granovetter, 
1973), and dealing with creativity (Baer, 2010), weak ties are more beneficial than deep ties. 
These results provide support for the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis, or the SWT 
(Granovetter, 1973). Based on this theory, short and limited interactions with others may be 
better in a social network since they allow for brief exposure to multiple sources of information, 
provide information that is not repetitive, and allow for interactions that are direct and firm 
(Yakubovich, 2005). The type of connection a person is forming to another can therefore affect 
the interactions they have as well as the outcomes of these interactions. 
It is hypothesized that these weak, indirect connections may provide more opportunities 
to meet new people than networks filled with deep ties would and are therefore more beneficial 
across most types of social networks. This is an interesting thought as it relates to the idea 
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previously discussed related to how those living in societies with high relational mobility would 
likely be better off investing in broad, weak ties than narrow, deep ties because of the threat of 
network connection losses due to freedom of choice and increased social opportunities. SWT 
would likely predict, however, that those living in societies characterized by low relational 
mobility and/or societies characterized by low economic stability would benefit equally from 
investing in narrow, weak ties for many reasons. Their weak-tie, distant friends would be more 
influential in their network than their deep-tie, close friends and would also create a more 
cohesive group for them to rely on (Yakubovich, 2005).  
Although SWT was introduced as a theory based in sociology focused on the spread of 
information in social networks, it has been theorized to have applications to many other types of 
social network outcomes. Its applications, however, have mainly been studied via outcomes in 
the job market. While SWT has not been directly applied to the idea of social networks that exist 
for support (specifically financial support), the concept of influence and social outcomes critical 
to the theory may be comparable to the concept of investments and their outcomes made in social 
networks that are focused on providing support. For example, a person in a social network that is 
filled with greater broad, weak ties than narrow, deep ties would be more informed and prepared 
to respond to possible threats such as a crisis due to environmental instability because they are 
able to expand their news network to outside of their deep, re-occurring interactions and can 
therefore learn new information that may inform them of this incoming threat. While they may 
want to reach out to their closer, deep-tie friends in the short-term to shield themselves from a 
crisis, these deep ties to others who are living in the same economically unstable environment 
may end up being detrimental in the long-term as those deep-tie friends may experience the same 
crisis and require help to recover from their deep-tie friends in the same network as well. 
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Continuing to extend these deep ties to a few friends in an economically unstable environment 
may also lead to an inability to move to a higher social class which could be more easily 
accomplished if weak ties to many were present in their network rather than deep ties to a few 
economically similar individuals. Finally, research has shown that social capital, or the resources 
exchanged due to the general sociability of humans and their willingness to work together, 
support one another, and complete trades within a social network (Atone et al., 1999), is stronger 
in those network members characterized by weak ties than those connected by deep ties 
(Kavanaugh et al., 2003). Those weak-tie members are also more involved in their networks, 
leading to greater group cohesion and possibly greater support for the network as well. As such, 
we may instead see that weak ties in social networks are ideal across all socio-ecological 
conditions and not just in societies characterized by high relational mobility due to the many 
benefits of weak ties across these networks. 
The Current Study 
This study looks to determine the ideal social strategy across a combination of socio-
ecological factors: Relational Mobility and Environmental Stability. Oishi and Kesebir (2012) 
published a paper including two studies on the optimal social networking strategy across these 
same variables. Study 1 of this paper looks to replicate Oishi and Kesebir’s study by converting 
the Excel-based model used by the authors into a NetLogo agent-based model. Converting the 
model into an agent-based model not only allows us to see if their findings can be replicated, but 
also builds a foundation for the usage of visual agent-based model systems like NetLogo for 
further use in fields that rely on human interactions to gather data such as cultural psychology, 
social psychology, behavioral ecology, and especially those fields in which agent-based 
modeling is underutilized. This model incorporates relational mobility by using Oishi and 
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Kesebir’s input variables of Mobility and Friendship Difficulty and environmental stability using 
their input variable of Crisis Frequency. Study 2 looks to expand the scope of Study 1 by 
representing a full social network through the inclusion of a multi-agent network, an active 
budget exchange system prior to and during a financial crisis, and more realistic friendship 
building. While looking to determine the ideal social strategy across a combination of socio-
ecological factors, it is possible that ideal strategies may follow either the predictions made 
based on relational mobility and economic stability factors across societies, the predictions made 
based on the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis, or neither. As Study 1 is a replication of Oishi 
and Kesebir’s paper (2012) study and Study 2 builds off Study 1, we examine the hypotheses 
proposed in their paper, namely that broad, weak networks will be more favorable in societies 
where residential mobility is high and the environment is stable. On the contrary, narrow, deep 
ties are hypothesized to be more favorable in societies characterized by low mobility and low 
economic stability.  
Study 1 
Method 
Basic Model Description  
The model description follows the ODD protocol, or the Overview, Design Concepts, and 
Details protocol, set by Grimms and Railsback in 2005 for describing agent-based models. The 
complete model is provided in the appendix and was created by translating the methods used in 
Oishi and Kesebir’s simulation (2012) as closely as possible into an agent-based model. The 
model was implemented using NetLogo Logging version 6.1.1 which can be downloaded for free 
from http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/download.shtml. 
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I. Overview 
Purpose: The purpose of this model was to better understand the relationship between 
types of social networks, crisis frequency, and impacts on budget. By manipulating a 
combination of these variables through an agent-based model, insight can be gained 
into what types of social networks are preferred across these combinations. We can 
also look to better understand the effects of relational mobility and social networks on 
crisis management in individual agents. 
Entities, State Variables, and Scales: This model collected data from one main agent, 
Turtle 0 (agents are also known as turtles in NetLogo), based on its relationship with 
other randomly generated friend agents, or friend turtles, in its world. Each friend 
turtle was randomly generated as either a Very Close Friend, a Close Friend, or a 
Distant Friend based on breed distinctions within the model. These breed distinctions 
are important later in the model as they are used to determine how friend agents will 
assist Turtle 0 in a crisis with Very Close Friends providing the most support and 
Distant Friends providing the least. Related to its friends, Turtle 0 was characterized 
by a friend count (how many total friend agents it had), a number of friends leaving 
(how many friend agents Turtle 0 would naturally lose throughout the model), a Very 
Close Friend investment (how many total budget points Turtle 0 invested in its very 
close friends, five points for each friend), a Close Friend investment (how many total 
budget points Turtle 0 invested in its close friends, three points for each friend), and a 
Distant Friend investment (how many total budget points Turtle 0 invested in its 
distant friends, one point for each friend). Concerning its budget, Turtle 0 was 
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characterized by a budget (the beginning investment budget of Turtle 0 based on the 
number of friends it made connections with at the beginning of the model. Calculated 
by finding the product of the total amount of each type of friend and the number of 
points each friend type was worth), a leaving budget (the investment budget Turtle 0 
had remaining once it lost friends based on the friends leaving value), and a crisis 
budget (the budget Turtle 0 had remaining after a crisis). Following the calculations 
made by Oishi and Kesebir (2012), Turtle 0’s Deep-Tie Index represented how much 
of its overall investment in friends were in deep ties (with Very Close Friends and 
Close Friends) rather than weak ties (with Distant Friends). To calculate this, the 
number of Very Close Friends and Close Friends was divided by the total number of 
friends. This would mean that the higher the Deep-Tie index value of Turtle 0, the 
more it would have invested in deep ties relative to weak ones. Turtle 0’s Payoff was 
also based on the definition provided in the 2012 paper and was calculated as the 
budget benefits Turtle 0 received in return from its friend agents, specifically after a 
crisis. Since Payoff was affected by the number of leaving friends, it was calculated 
by taking the product of the number of friends Turtle 0 lost and a percentage of points 
that would be returned based on how difficult it was for Turtle 0 to make new friends. 
Finally, the Payoff-Investment ratio of Turtle 0 was calculated by taking its Payoff 
over its budget. Mobility, Crisis Frequency, and Friendship Difficulty levels could be 
inputted by the user using scales before the initialization of the model. Mobility 
represented relational mobility and could be set between zero and one with zero 
representing no mobility and one representing full mobility. Crisis Frequency 
represented the likelihood of Turtle 0 experiencing a crisis during the model and 
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could be set between zero and one with each increment representing the probability 
that Turtle 0 would experience a crisis. Friendship Difficulty represented how 
difficult it was for Turtle 0 to form new connections after losing a pre-determined 
number of friends and could be set between zero and one as well. Zero represented 
complete freedom for Turtle 0 to make friends and regain most of its lost investment 
points while a value of one represented an inability of Turtle 0 to make back lost 
investment points since it was impossible for it to make new friends. Turtle 0’s world 
was initialized to be a fifty-by-fifty world inside which all agents were generated. 
Following the length of the model from Oishi and Kesebir’s paper, the agent-based 
model was set to be ended after two steps. 
Process Overview and Scheduling: With Turtle 0 being the main agent from which 
data was collected, all processes in the model directly affected it. Initialization of the 
model is described later in the Method section according to the ODD Protocol. 
During step one of the model Turtle 0 is asked to complete the Invest submodel. In 
this submodel, Turtle 0 first calculates the total investment (budget) it needs to make 
across all its friends (the sum of its Very Close Friend investment, Close Friend 
investment, and Distant Friend investment). It does so by assigning five points to 
each of its Very Close Friends, three points to each of its Close Friends, and one point 
to each of its Distant Friends. Then, Turtle 0 calculates its Deep-Tie Index by 
dividing the total number of Very Close Friends and Close Friends it has by the total 
number of friends it has. Turtle 0 then prints the following sentence in the output 
window for the model user to see: “The agent has a budget of ___ and a Deep-Tie 
Index of ___. The higher the Deep-Tie Index, the more the agent has invested in deep 
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ties relative to weaker ones.” The first step of the model then ends and the second is 
called in which the Leave, Crisis, and New Friends submodels are called (in that 
order).  
The Leave submodel first asks Turtle 0 to calculate the number of friends that it is 
expected to lose by taking the total number of friends Turtle 0 has and multiplying it 
to the Mobility level inputted by the user. If the Mobility was set to zero, Turtle 0 
would lose no friends, but if the Mobility level was set to any other number, a random 
selection of Turtle 0’s friends equaling the number calculated to leave based on 
Mobility would be picked to move away. Each type of friend was equally likely to be 
picked to be removed from Turtle 0’s friends. Each of these chosen friend agents 
would turn red before their connections to Turtle 0 were cut and the submodel would 
ask Turtle 0 to determine how many of each type of friend it was losing, based on the 
breed names stored in the friend turtles (Very Close Friends, Close Friends, and 
Distant Friends). Using this information on specific friends lost, Turtle 0 was asked to 
calculate how many investment points it had lost from its budget. This was calculated 
by assigning each lost Very Close Friend five points, each Close Friend three points, 
and each Distant Friend one point. This number of lost points was subtracted from 
Turtle 0’s initial budget to determine its new remaining budget. Finally, Turtle 0 was 
asked to output the following sentence: “The agent has lost ___ friend(s). ___ Very 
Close Friends. ____ Close Friends. ____ Distant Friends. The agent now has a budget 
of ___.” With the Leave submodel finished, the Crisis submodel is called in which 
Turtle 0 may experience a crisis that affects its budget.  
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The probability of Turtle 0 experiencing a crisis is based on the Crisis Frequency 
entered by the user. Turtle 0 prints, “The probability of the agent experiencing a crisis 
is ___%.” based on this input. This submodel involves a simple calculation based on 
this Crisis Frequency and the number of Very Close and Close Friends Turtle 0 has. If 
the Crisis Frequency is set to zero, then Turtle 0 will not experience a crisis and “The 
agent has not experienced a crisis” will be printed leaving the budget of Turtle 0 the 
same as after losing friend agents. For any other inputted value, the model uses a 
probability statement to determine if Turtle 0 does experience a crisis. If Turtle 0 does 
experience a crisis, “The agent has experienced a crisis” is printed and Turtle 0 is 
asked to determine if more than at least ten percent of its friends are Very Close and 
Close friends. If ten percent or more are Very Close and Close friends, Turtle 0 will 
not be impacted by the crisis since it is expected, according to Oishi and Kesebir, that 
Turtle 0 will be shielded from the crisis automatically. If the percentage is less, 
however, Turtle 0 will lose five points off its remaining budget (after its friends have 
left). The budget of Turtle 0 after experiencing a crisis is outputted as follows: “The 
agent now has a budget of ___.” Once the Crisis submodel has finished, the New 
Friends submodel is called.  
The inputted Friendship Difficulty level is used to calculate the Payoff Turtle 0 
receives. When Friendship Difficulty was set to one, Turtle 0 was unable to make any 
new friends and its Payoff was set to zero indicating that it made back none of its lost 
points. As Friendship Difficulty levels decreased, Turtle 0 was more likely to make 
back the points it lost. Even with a Friendship Difficulty level of zero, however, 
Turtle 0 may never regain its full points back from losing friends since there is an 
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element of randomness incorporated into each level of Payoff calculation excluding 
only the calculation based on a Friendship Difficulty of one. This means that in one 
run Turtle 0 may make back all of its lost points when a Friendship Difficulty of zero 
is inputted but may only make back some of its points in another run with the same 
Friendship Difficulty. The Payoff of Turtle 0 is presented to the user when it’s asked 
to print “The agent has a Payoff of ___.” Finally, the Payoff-Investment ratio of 
Turtle 0 was calculated and printed. Following Oishi and Kesebir’s definitions of 
these values, the Payoff-Investment ratio was simply the Payoff over the initial 
budget. Figure 1 shows a simple breakdown of this model and how it runs. 
II. Design Concepts 
Basic Principles: This model worked to understand the effects of relational mobility 
and social network types on crisis response and to see if results from the Oishi and 
Kesebir (2012) paper could be replicated using a form of agent-based modeling. As 
such, all original theories and hypotheses from the paper were followed by translating 
the model into a NetLogo agent-based model as closely as possible. There were 
inconsistencies between the 2012 research paper, the supplementary simulation set-up 
paper provided that went along with the paper, and pieces of the Excel agent-based 
simulation used to gather data for the paper that were not explained in any of the 
materials or were simply completely missing from any source. Material presented by 
Oishi and Kesebir throughout both their original research paper and supplementary 
simulation set-up paper including predictions, notes, and descriptions of variables 
were used to account for these inaccuracies as best as possible by filling in the blanks 
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left by the published paper. These inaccuracies include the method of calculation of 
the Deep-Tie Index, what the Deep-Tie Index refers to, the purpose of the variable 
Outcome that was included in the 2012 model but never referenced in the paper’s 
results, the level of Friendship Difficulty inputted when data was gathered for the 
original research paper, and the calculation of the Payoff. These inconsistencies are 
discussed in further detail in the Discussion section of Study 1. 
Oishi and Kesebir theorized that in societies with high relational mobility (high 
Mobility) and high environmental stability (low Crisis Frequency), a network with 
weak, broad ties would be most beneficial while in societies with low residential 
mobility (low Mobility) and low environmental stability (high Crisis Frequency), a 
network with deep, narrow ties would be most beneficial. An alternative hypothesis, 
the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis, argues that weak ties are the most beneficial 
type of ties an agent can form despite the levels of relational Mobility or Crisis 
Frequency they are subjected to. This hypothesis argues that weak, broad ties would 
therefore be the most beneficial across all combinations of variables. 
Interaction: Friend agents indirectly interacted with Turtle 0 via linkages. After 
Turtle 0 and its friend agents were initialized, all friend agents formed a direct, 
unidirectional link to Turtle 0 to visually represent Turtle 0’s network. Although these 
linkages were formed, they were only used as visual representations of the 
relationship between Turtle 0 and its friends. The agents did not directly interact with 
one another in any way over these links since only Turtle 0 was gathering data. 
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Stochasticity: Randomness was incorporated into the model with the random 
initialization of friends based on pre-set distributions for each type of friend. The 
friends lost by Turtle 0 were also randomly selected based on the number of friends 
calculated to be lost. The number of points Turtle 0 regained from lost friends also 
included an element of randomness as mentioned previously. Finally, whether Turtle 
0 experienced a crisis or not was partially random with the Crisis Frequency inputted 
by the user used as a basis for creating the probability used to estimate if Turtle 0 
would experience a crisis. 
Observation: The data collected from this model included Turtle 0’s Deep-Tie Index 
and Payoff-Investment ratio. These values were collected 1,250,000 times across each 
combination of input variables (Mobility, Crisis Frequency, and Friendship 
Difficulty). The levels of each input variable measured were the same as those used 
by Oishi and Kesebir (2012): Mobility = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4; Crisis Frequency = 0.0, 
0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8; Friendship Difficulty = 0.2 (the Friendship Difficulty level used by 
Oishi and Kesebir to collect their data is unclear. Based on notes in their Excel 
simulation file, however, it was inferred that the level used was 0.2). For final data 
analysis, the correlation was found between Turtle 0’s Deep-Tie Index and Payoff-
Investment ratio across each variable combination to represent how many points 
Turtle 0 had made back relative to its initial investment according to Oishi and 
Kesebir. 
III. Details 
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Initialization: At step zero, the model began by calling the clear all method and 
resetting the tick (or step) number to zero to clear all previous runs of the model 
completely. The model then generated Very Close, Close, and Distant Friends based 
on data collected on real-life distributions of friends by Oishi and Kesebir. The model 
generated a random number of Very Close Friends for Turtle 0 based on a distribution 
with an average of six Very Close Friends, a random number of Close Friends for 
Turtle 0 based on a distribution with an average of ten Close Friends, and a random 
number of Distant Friends for Turtle 0 based on a distribution with an average of 
thirty Distant Friends. Each agent friend was turned a specific color based on their 
friendship type: green for Very Close Friends, yellow for Close Friends, and red for 
Distant Friends to make the network easier to understand visually for the user. Links 
were then created that extended from Turtle 0 to each friend agent. Finally, the total 
number of friends generated was stored for later use as Turtle 0’s friend count and the 
number of each type of friend was printed for the user to see along with what friend 
type each color represented. Step one of the model would then begin as described 
earlier in the ODD Protocol. 
Submodels: As described in the System Processing and Overview section of the ODD 
Protocol, the submodels in this model are the Friendship (calculating the initial 
number of friends Turtle 0 has), Invest (calculating the initial budget of Turtle 0 as 
well as its Deep-Tie Index), Leave (determining how many friends Turtle 0 will lose 
and re-calculating its budget based on this loss), Crisis (determining if Turtle 0 will 
experience a crisis and how its budget will be affected if it does), and New Friends 
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(determining how many new friends Turtle 0 will make and how many points it will 
regain in its budget) submodel.  
Figure 1 
 A simplified visual representation of the model used in Part 1 of this study 
Note: Each solid black box represents a submodel within the model. Each lighter gray box 
represents the main, overall function of the submodel. 
Results and Discussion 
 Oishi and Kesebir calculated the correlation between the Deep-Tie index and the Payoff-
Investment ratio of their agents to determine which type of ties were more beneficial to them in 
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shielding them from a crisis based on environmental stability (Crisis Frequency) and mobility 
(Mobility and Friendship Difficulty). According to the 2012 paper, a positive correlation 
between the two variables would indicate that narrow, deep ties were more advantageous to the 
agent than broad, weak ties. This would be because a larger proportion of the agent’s Payoff 
relative to its initial investment would come from its friends if it had invested more in deep ties 
relative to weak ones. On the contrary, a negative correlation would indicate that the agent had 
invested more in weak ties relative to deep ones and was returned a smaller Payoff compared to 
its initial investment therefore indicating that broad, weak ties were more beneficial to it than 
were narrow, deep ties. Results from Study 1 based on a Friendship Difficulty level of 0.2 are 
shown in Figure 2 and results from Oishi and Kesebir’s can be found in Figure 1 of their paper. 
As mentioned before, it was unclear from the research paper and supplementary set-up materials 
exactly what Friendship Difficulty level Oishi and Kesebir used to gather their data. Parts of their 
Excel agent-based model, however, implied that they had gathered data using a Friendship 
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Figure 2 
Results from Study 1 (based on a Friendship Difficulty level of 0.2) 
Note: Results from Study 1 showing the correlation between the Deep-Tie Index and Payoff-
Investment Ratio across Mobility and Crisis Frequency variable combinations. 
As Figure 2 shows, all correlations pulled across variable combinations from Study 1 
resulted in a negative correlation with a very slight downward trend across Mobility lines. These 
negative correlations point to broad, weak ties being optimal across all tested combinations of 
Crisis Frequency and Mobility as predicted by the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis. According 
to these results, in societies with generally low levels of mobility (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4), the 
levels of environmental stability do not have a strong effect on how a person chooses to make 
connections likely because their social networks are generally unchanging to begin with. With 
their social networks remaining mostly as established and opportunities to enter new social 
networks or drop existing relationships low, the stability of the environment they are in likely 
Mobility 
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would not affect an agent’s choice of social networks since they would be investing and 
receiving across a stable network no matter how unpredictable their environment is. It seems to 
be beneficial for agents to seek out and invest in more weak ties, however, to increase their 
chances of recovering from a crisis in closed societies in the most efficient way possible. As 
discussed, these weak ties may allow agents to learn about crises before they occur which can 
help them avoid these crises altogether. Similarly, investing in these weak connections, 
especially in societies with pre-established networks, may present these agents with an 
opportunity to remove themselves from these networks and possibly enter a more stable 
existence. Table 1 lists the average correlation for each variable combination while Table 2 lists 
the calculated 95% Confidence Interval.  
As shown in Figure 1 of Oishi and Kesebir’s paper (2012), they found opposite results 
with agents in high mobility situations (high Mobility) preferring broad, weak ties and agents in 
low mobility situations (low Mobility), especially those with low environmental stability (high 
Crisis Frequency), preferring narrow, deep ties as they had predicted. Overall, it is clear that the 
results from Study 1 did not match the results reported by Oishi and Kesebir. Results from the 
NetLogo model (shown in Figure 2) represent a slightly decreasing, constantly negative 
correlation across all variable combinations while results from the original paper show an 
upward trend across each Mobility level with correlational values growing larger as Crisis 
Frequency increases. Values from Study 1 all fall in the negative range while calculated 
correlational values from the 2012 paper fall in both the positive and negative range indicating 
differences in the optimal social networking strategies.  
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Table 1 
Average Correlations Across All Variable Combinations 
 
Table 2 
Calculated Confidence Intervals Across All Variable Combinations 
 
It is highly possible that these differences in results could be attributed to the many 
inconsistencies across the original research paper, simulation set-up guide, and simulation file 
itself that left many blanks to be filled in with the translation of the model to a NetLogo agent-
based model. While these blanks were filled in using information presented in the paper and 
simulation as best as possible, it is impossible to know if the final NetLogo simulation was 
 Crisis Frequency 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Mobility 0.1 
-0.222 -0.232 -0.232 -0.232 -0.233 
0.2 -0.233 -0.233 -0.229 -0.229 -0.235 
0.3 
-0.225 -0.225 -0.239 -0.231 -0.229 
0.4 -0.235 -0.233 -0.235 -0.232 -0.232 
 Crisis Frequency 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Mobility 0.1 
(-0.229, -0.215) (-0.239, -0.224) (-0.238, -0.226) (-0.241, -0.224) (-0.240, -0.226) 
0.2 
(-0.239, -0.227) (-0.237, -0.224) (-0.237, -0.223) (-0.236, -0.222) (-0.242, -0.229) 
0.3 
(-0.233, -0.218) (-0.232, -0.218) (-0.246, -0.232) (-0.239, -0.223) (-0.235, -0.222) 
0.4 
(-0.243, -0.227) (-0.238, -0.227) (-0.244, -0.227) (-0.239, -0.225) (-0.238, -0.225) 
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structured in the exact way Oishi and Kesebir’s simulation was. Even small differences, such as 
calculation differences, could lead to large differences in the results and having to make 
inferences about some of the major components of the model since they were not explained or 
were described in multiple, conflicting ways across the 2012 research paper and set-up file could 
have caused the extreme differences in results seen here. A few examples of these 
inconsistencies include the calculation of the Payoff variable, the Deep-Tie Index versus the 
Friendship Diversification variable, the exclusion of the Friendship Difficulty level used when 
gathering data, and the lack of details on how many times the model was run during data 
collection.  
The calculation of the Payoff variable was described differently in the paper and the 
simulation set-up guide so a combination of the two described calculations was used in the final 
Study 1, NetLogo model. The paper described the Deep-Tie Index and its calculation but 
described a separate variable, Friendship Diversification, in the simulation set-up guide. These 
two variables were extremely similar in definition according to Oishi and Kesebir but were 
calculated differently. The Friendship Diversification variable required the calculation of an 
Outcome variable that was described as included in the Excel simulation but was never actually 
mentioned in the original paper or the results. Due to the lack of discussion surrounding the 
Outcome variable in the paper, the variable was not included in the Study 1 NetLogo model and 
the Deep-Tie Index was calculated according to the paper and not the simulation set-up paper. 
Another issue that presented itself during data collection was what level of Friendship Difficulty 
Oishi and Kesebir used in their data collection. As mentioned, a thorough review of the Excel 
simulation spreadsheet uncovered a few mentions of a Friendship Difficulty Level of 0.2, but it 
remains unclear if this was the level used in their data collection. Finally, the paper describes 
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fifty runs of the simulation across each variable combination but provides no further information 
about the total number of runs, the number of agents data was collected from, or any other clues 
as to how many total data points were gathered. To make sure enough data was collected, the 
Study 1, NetLogo model was run as many times as possible within given time constraints. 
Obviously, these are major details that can directly affect the results of the study and may be 
either partially or entirely responsible for the difference in results observed. In an attempt to 
eliminate as many inaccuracies from the original paper as possible, a second model was created 
to gather similar data from. While this model was based on the main concepts, goals, and 
questions of the Oishi and Kesebir paper, it looked to incorporate a more realistic view of social 
interactions while eliminating problems presented by the original Excel simulation variables that 
did not make sense within the context of the original paper or were simply inconsistent across 
different explanations of the model. 
Study 2 
 Given the conflicting results from Study 1, a second model was created to better replicate 
foundational social interactions leading to the formation of social networks. In this model, 
sections of the model used in Oishi and Kesebir’s simulation that were either unexplained, 
missing from the original paper and supplementary set-up materials, or that simply did not fit 
well with the rest of the model were reinterpreted to fit into a new socially dynamic model in 
which agents actively exchanged points with others across a longer duration of time with 
friendship levels constantly changing between agents based on interactions. Proportional 
distribution of points was also implemented to mirror a more realistic social network in which 
agents would invest more in closer friends than distant friends or acquaintances.  
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While the model looked to answer the same basic question presented in Part 1(how a 
combination of environmental instability and relational mobility could affect the optimal social 
networking strategies an agent could choose), it did so by using a more realistic social 
networking model in which interactions among agents were occurring constantly and directly 
affected how much each agent invested into the others it was connected to. Agents were also able 
to freely interact with all other agents in their world rather than just one agent collecting data like 
in Study 1 in which Turtle 0 was able to interact with all agents in its world who were unable to 
interact with each other or connect back with Turtle 0. In Study 1, Friendship Difficulty and 
Mobility together created and represented Relational Mobility (with Friendship Difficulty 
representing the difficulty an agent faced in finding new friends to replace old ones and Mobility 
representing how likely an agent was to move away), but, in Study 2, Friendship Difficulty was 
excluded as it was one of the possible variables that could have affected results since its value in 
data collection was unknown. Instead, Mobility alone represented Relational Mobility and 
covered both regional mobility (Mobility in Study 1) and relationship mobility (Friendship 
Difficulty in Study 1). 
Method 
Basic Model Description  
The model description follows the ODD protocol, or the Overview, Design Concepts, and 
Details protocol, set by Grimms and Railsback in 2005 for describing agent-based models. The 
complete model is provided in the appendix and was created by building on the methods used in 
Part 1 of this study. The model was implemented using NetLogo Logging version 6.1.1 which 
can be downloaded for free from http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/download.shtml. 
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I. Overview 
Purpose: The purpose of this model was to better understand the relationship between 
types of social networks, environmental stability, and impacts on return from social 
connections in networks. Unlike the model in Part 1, this model took a more socially 
dynamic approach to this question by establishing a group of agents that randomly 
interacted with each other and exchanged budgets throughout the duration of the 
model. Budget exchange for the latter part of the model occurred according to the 
friendship level agents had with the connections they were exchanging points with. 
At each step, agents moved around the map and established a new set of connections 
that were recorded which allowed for friendships levels to change as interactions 
continued. Agents were then able to ask their friends for support if they experienced a 
crisis in hopes of shielding themselves from some of the negative consequences of the 
crisis. Manipulating a combination of these variables through this agent-based model 
could provide greater insight into the optimal social networking strategy for agents 
under different levels of relational mobility and environmental stability across more 
realistic, dynamic groups. 
Entities, State Variables, and Scales: This model collected data from all turtles rather 
than just one main agent. Agents were not randomly assigned a friend type breed as in 
Part 1 of this study and were instead equally created and placed onto the map. Each 
agent’s budget was characterized by its starting budget, giveaway budget, receiving 
budget, and budget. The agent’s starting budget was simply the budget is started with 
at the beginning of the model. This budget was randomly selected and assigned to 
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each turtle using a normal distribution based on the average budget created in the 
model from Part 1 of the study with a mean of 140 points and a standard deviation of 
ten points. The giveaway budget represented how much of its budget the agent would 
give away to its linked friends in the first ten steps of the model (each linked friend 
received an equal amount of the agent’s budget) while the receive budget calculated 
the total number of points the agent was receiving from all the agents linked to it in 
each step of the model. The agent’s budget was calculated by adding the points it was 
receiving from its connections (its receiving budget) to its pre-existing number of 
points. This budget functioned as the pool of points each agent was able to invest 
back into its friends during each set of interactions with them. Each agent also 
maintained a neighborlist, tickneighborlist, and totalconnections list to aid it in 
establishing the type of friend relationships (Very Close Friends, Close Friends, and 
Distant Friends) it had with others. The tickneighborlist list simply kept track of who 
the agent was connected to at each step of the model (by recording the number 
assigned to each turtle) and was reset after each step. Before resetting, the 
tickneighborlist would pass the information it had stored on the other agents it was 
connected to to the neighborlist which was not reset after each step and was instead a 
growing list that kept track of how many interactions the agent had with the agents it 
had linked with throughout the model. This neighborlist was then run through a 
reporter that sorted through the turtles listed within it and produced a list of lists with 
each list containing the number of each turtle the agent had interacted with as well as 
how many times the agent had interacted with that specific turtle. This sorted list of 
lists, known as totalconnections, was important after tick ten of the model when the 
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agent began to distribute its points proportionally according to how close of a friend 
each agent it was connected to was based on the number of interactions they had 
previously. These interaction counts were also important in determining who the 
agent asked for support in a crisis and how much support they received if they 
received any. In the latter portion of the model (after step ten), when agents began to 
distribute their budgets proportionally, they were also asked to keep track of the 
number of their connections in that step to Very Close Friends, Close Friends, and 
Distant Friends (in that order). When the agent calculated how many total points it 
was to give away to each type of friend, they would use their total numbers of each 
type of friend connected to them to determine exactly how many points each 
connection they made would receive based on the type of friend they were. Through 
each round, each agent kept track of how many points it was giving away (its 
investment in others) and also recorded its budget (endbudget) to help determine later 
how many points it had received from friends to aid them in recovery from a crisis. 
Finally, as with Part 1 of this study, each agent calculated their Deep-Tie Index, 
Payoff, and Payoff-Investment Ratio. The purpose of these three variables remained 
the same in this model with the Deep-Tie Index representing the ratio of deep ties the 
agent had invested into over weak ties and the Payoff-Investment ratio representing 
how many points the agent was seeing returned from friends it had invested into. The 
Deep-Tie Index and Payoff-Investment ratio were calculated the same way in both 
parts of the study, however, the Payoff was calculated slightly differently although it 
was still representing the same variable. This different calculation of the Payoff was 
meant to better account for the differing definitions of Payoff provided by Oishi and 
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Kesebir in their paper and simulation set-up guide. For this model, the Payoff was 
calculated by simply taking the difference between the endbudget of the agent (or the 
budget of the agent before a crisis) and their remaining budget after experiencing a 
crisis (with points already added on if support was provided by friends). This value 
would then represent the aid received by the agent from friends after a crisis. Added 
to this value was 196 points for each friend the agent had as Oishi and Kesebir stated 
in their model that the expected average Payoff from each friend, regardless of type, 
was 1.96. Increased to fit with the scale of the model, 196 points were given to the 
agent for each friend they had and added to their calculated Payoff.  
Mobility and Crisis Frequency levels could again be inputted using scales before 
initialization of the model. Mobility represented relational mobility and could be set 
between zero and one with zero representing no Mobility and one representing full 
Mobility. This was conceptualized in this model by allowing agents to create 
connections only within a certain radius of their location based on the inputted 
Mobility. This forced agents with low mobilities to form relationships only within a 
small radius around them while agents with larger mobilities were able to reach 
agents further away to create relationships with (as represented in Figure 3). The 
Crisis Frequency represented the likelihood of the agent experiencing a crisis during 
the model and could be set between zero and one with each increment representing 
the probability that the agent would experience a crisis. As in Part 1, the map of the 
agents remained constant with the world initialized as a fifty-by-fifty world inside 
which all agents were generated. The model ran for a total of twenty-five steps in 
which the first ten steps were meant to establish basic relationships between the 
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agents while the last fifteen steps introduced friendship levels, proportional budget 
distribution, the possibility of being impacted by a crisis, and the ability to ask others 
for help if impacted by a crisis. 
Process Overview and Scheduling: Data was collected from all turtles in the model 
rather than one main agent therefore all processes in the model directly affected all 
agents. Initialization of the model is described later in the Method section according 
to the ODD Protocol. At the beginning of each step of the model, agents are asked to 
move slightly forward on their map randomly in whatever direction they chose to 
move. While the model was running steps zero to ten, the Get Points submodel was 
called which asked the agents to create links to up to a certain number of other agents 
on the map (with the number of linkages determined during the initialization of the 
model based on the average number of Distant Friends Turtle 0 started with in Study 
1. A random number no larger than sixty was chosen from a distribution with a mean 
of thirty for this number of linkages). The selected number of links were then created 
with a random selection of agents on the map within a certain radius of the agent 
(based on the inputted Mobility as described earlier – see Figure 3 for a visual 
representation of how Mobility impacted the radius connections could have been 
made in) and the links turned green to indicate that they had been successfully 
formed. Each link was unidirectional and all links were cleared for new links to form 
at the start of each step. The agent then recorded the identifying numbers of the 
agents it was connected to within its tickneighborlist and added those numbers to the 
neighborlist so they could be stored throughout the model while the tickneighborlist 
was reset at each step. The number of outward connections the agent made to others 
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was counted and used to determine how much the agent invested in others if the 
number of links formed by the agent was greater than zero. This greater than zero 
condition was necessary as models initialized with little to no Mobility could have 
left some agents without any connections due to their distance from others. If agents 
were unable to make a connection, they were asked to simply wait until the next step 
began as the agents around them continued their interactions. If the agents had 
successfully made connections, however, (as a majority would have) their giveaway 
budget was set based on the step of the model they were in. If they were in the first 
step of the model their giveaway budget was determined by taking their starting 
budget over the number of connections they had made. If they were in steps two to 
ten of the model, their giveaway budget was determined by taking their current 
budget over the number of connections they had made. They then recorded the 
number of points they were set to give away, or their investment, and sent those 
points to their out-link connections. Since these first ten steps of the model were used 
to establish a budget for the agent and for the agent to begin to form connections, 
friend levels were not taken into account and all connections received an equal 
number of points from the agent. Finally, the agent set its budget equal to the number 
of points it had received from others that were connected to it.  The model then asked 
agents to move into the Make Connections and Crisis/Aid submodels between steps 
eleven and twenty-five.  
In the Make Connections submodel, the agent was asked to run its neighborlist 
through the counted-list reporter which simply ran through the list of agents the agent 
had interacted with, sorted through them, and formed a list of lists with each 
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individual list containing the number of an agent the agent had interacted with as well 
as how many times they had interacted. This returned list of lists was called 
totalconnections and the agent was asked to cycle through this list. A Distant Friend 
link was created to any agent the agent had interacted with three, four, or five times. 
A Close Friend link was created to any agent the agent had interacted with six, seven, 
eight, nine, or ten times. A Very Close Friend link was made to an agent the agent 
had interacted with eleven or more times. Each link was then colored according to 
friend type (red for Distant Friends, yellow for Close Friends, and green for Very 
Close Friends). As with the previous submodels, the agent again continued to record 
the identifying numbers of the agents it was connected to within its tickneighborlist 
and added those numbers to its neighborlist. The agent then counted the number of 
Distant Friends, Close Friends, and Very Close Friends links it had made in that step 
and worked to divide its budget proportionally amongst those connections. This was 
done by following the point investment ratio established in the Oishi and Kesebir 
paper (five points to Very Close Friends, three points to Close Friends, and one point 
to Distant Friends). The agent split its budget following this ratio with 55.6% going to 
Very Close Friends, 33.3% going to Close Friends, and 11.1% going to Distant 
Friends. After splitting its budget based on friend type, the agent determined how 
many points it would send to each friend by dividing each portion (the 55.6%, 33.3%, 
and 11.1%) by the number of each type of friend it was connected to. Each out-linked 
friend was then sent the number of points determined by this calculation based on the 
type of friend they were while the agent recorded the number of points it was 
distributing as an investment. If the agent had zero out-links to friends of a certain 
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type in that step, that section of the budget remained with them. The agent then also 
added to its own budget by adding on the points it received from other agents 
connected to it.  The Crisis/Aid submodel was then called in which the inputted Crisis 
Frequency was used to determine if the agent would experience a crisis.  
In the Crisis/Aid submodel, if the Crisis Frequency was set to zero, the submodel was 
skipped until the final step of the model when the Payoff-Investment ratio and Deep-
Tie index were calculated. For every other increment of Crisis Frequency, the 
submodel was engaged. The probability of an agent experiencing a crisis was based 
on the model selecting a random number between zero and 100. If the selected 
number was less than or equal to the inputted Crisis Frequency multiplied to 100 (a 
random number less than or equal to twenty, forty, sixty, eighty, or 100 respectively) 
and less than ten percent of the agent’s current connections were Very Close Friends, 
the agent experienced a crisis. This was another change from Study 1 of the model in 
which more than ten percent of the agent’s friends had to be Very Close Friends or 
Close Friends to avoid a crisis. Oishi and Kesebir’s phrasing of who qualified as a 
close friend (Very Close Friends and Close Friends or only Very Close Friends) was 
confusing so Very Close Friends only were considered to help shield the agent from 
crisis rather than both Very Close Friends and Close Friends. If the agent did 
experience a crisis, they would lose fifteen percent of their overall budget and were 
able to seek aid if allowed to do so. If a randomly selected number between zero and 
100 was less than or equal to the inputted Mobility multiplied to thirty, the agent was 
able to ask for (and successfully receive aid from) one Very Close Friend that they 
were connected to by receiving five hundred points from that other agent’s budget. If 
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a randomly selected number between zero and 100 was less than or equal to the 
inputted Mobility multiplied to twenty, the agent was able to ask for (and successfully 
receive aid from) up to two Close Friends that they were connected to by receiving 
three hundred points from each of the other agent’s budgets. Finally, if a randomly 
selected number between zero and 100 was less than or equal to the inputted Mobility 
multiplied to ten, the agent was able to ask for (and successfully receive aid from) up 
to three Distant Friends that they were connected to by receiving 100 points from 
each of the other agent’s budget. These points were again proportional to Oishi and 
Kesebir’s friend ratios of five points for Very Close Friends, three points for Close 
Friends, and one point for Distant Friends. Using the inputted Mobility in the 
probability statements allowed for Friendship Difficulty to be built into the crisis 
experience as it was in Study 1 without including the variable itself. 
On the final step of the model, the agent determined its Deep-Tie Index, Payoff, and 
Payoff-Investment Ratio through the Crisis/Aid submodel. It set its Deep-Tie Index 
by calculating the number of close friends it had over the number of distant friends it 
had. The Payoff was calculated by assigning 196 points to each friend the agent was 
linked to (proportional to the number of points Oishi and Kesebir state, on average, 
each friend will return to an agent) and adding on the total number of points given to 
the agent by friends after a crisis. The Payoff-Investment ratio was then calculated by 
taking the calculated Payoff over the total number of points the agent invested in 
friends throughout the model (investment). Figure 4 shows a simple breakdown of 
this model and how it runs. 
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Figure 3 
A visual representation of how the inputted Mobility affects the ability of an agent to form 
connections in the first ten steps of the model. 
 
Note: These visuals highlight one randomly selected agent from the model. The radius around 
them in which they are able to form connections with others is highlighted in red. This radius is 
directly affected by the level of Mobility inputted by the user. The top row shows visuals from 
the model representing a Mobility of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 (in that order) while the bottom row 
shows visuals from the model representing a Mobility of 0.6 and 0.8 (in that order). 
II. Design Concepts 
Basic Principles: This model worked to understand the effects of relational mobility 
and environmental stability on crisis response by building off results from Part 1 of 
this study and modifying the model used in Oishi and Kesebir’s paper to include a 
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more socially dynamic set of agents that were constantly interacting and making 
decisions based on these interactions. As such, theories and hypotheses from Part 1 of 
this paper are still followed. Oishi and Kesebir theorized that in societies with high 
relational Mobility (Mobility) and high environmental stability (low Crisis 
Frequency), a network with weak, broad ties would be most beneficial while in 
societies with low residential Mobility (Mobility) and low environmental stability 
(high Crisis Frequency), a network with deep, narrow ties would be most beneficial. 
An alternative hypothesis, the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis, argues that weak 
ties are the most beneficial type of ties an agent can form despite the levels of 
relational Mobility or Crisis Frequency they are subjected to. This hypothesis argues 
that weak, broad ties would therefore be the most beneficial across all combinations 
of variables. 
Interaction: All agents directly interacted with one another in this model. Agents 
randomly formed links with other agents in their world and exchanged budgets as 
well as friendship and crisis information across these links.  
Stochasticity: Randomness was incorporated into the model by allowing agents to 
randomly form connections with other agents throughout the first ten steps of the 
model. Later in the model, the Crisis Frequency inputted by the user was used as the 
basis for creating the probability used to estimate if the agent would experience a 
crisis. Mobility was also used to determine the probability of the agent receiving help 
from its social connections to shield itself from a crisis.  
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Observation: The data collected from this model included each agent’s Deep-Tie 
Index and Payoff-Investment ratio. These values were collected approximately 
300,000 times across each combination of input variables (Mobility and Crisis 
Frequency). The levels of each input variable were as follows: Mobility = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4 (and 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 for an extended analysis) and Crisis 
Frequency = 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8. For final data analysis, the correlation was found 
between each agent’s Deep-Tie Index and Payoff-Investment ratio for each variable 
combination. 
III. Details 
Initialization: At step zero, the model begins by calling the clear all method and 
resetting the tick (or step) number to zero to clear all previous runs of the model 
completely. The model then created a random number of agents in the world based on 
a normal distribution with a mean of 150 agents and a standard deviation of five. 
Each agent was placed onto a random spot in the world and asked to calculate 
approximately how many links it wanted to make for the first ten steps of the model 
based on a distribution with a mean of thirty (but no more than sixty).  
Submodels: As described in the System Processing and Overview section of the ODD 
Protocol, the submodels in this model are the Get Points (establishing a budget and 
allowing for agents to interact to form a basis for friendships), Make Connections 
(allowing agents to form friend levels and distribute their budget according to their 
friendships), and the Crisis/Aid (determining if the agent will experience a crisis and 
how their friends will aid them in recovering from this crisis) submodels. 
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Figure 4 
A simplified visual representation of the model used in Part 1 of this study 
Note: Each solid black box represents a submodel within the model. Each lighter gray box 
represents the main, overall function of the submodel. 
Results and Discussion 
As in Part 1, Oishi and Kesebir’s calculated correlation between Deep-Tie index and 
Payoff-Investment ratio was used to determine the type of ties that were more beneficial to the 
agent in shielding them from a crisis based on environmental stability (Crisis Frequency) and 
Mobility. According to the original paper, a positive correlation between the two variables would 
indicate that narrow, deep ties were more advantageous to the agent than broad, weak ties. This 
would be because a larger proportion of the agent’s Payoff relative to its initial investment would 
come from its friends if it had invested more in deep ties relative to weak ones. On the contrary, 
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a negative correlation would indicate that the agent had invested more in weak ties relative to 
deep ones and was returned a smaller Payoff compared to its initial investment therefore 
indicating that broad, weak ties were more beneficial to it than were narrow, deep ties. Results 
from Study 2 using the same variable combinations are shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5 
Results from Study 2 
 
Note: Results from Study 2 showing the correlation between the Deep-Tie Index and Payoff-
Investment Ratio across Mobility and Crisis Frequency variable combinations. 
 
As Figure 5 shows, a majority of the correlations pulled across variable combinations 
resulted in a positive correlation indicating that narrow, deep ties were beneficial across almost 
all variable combinations. A pattern different than that seen in the correlations across Mobility 
Mobility 
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levels 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 can be seen across Mobility level 0.4. Values across Mobility levels 0.1, 
0.2, and 0.3 are overall stable, while a distinct dip can be seen across Mobility Level 0.4 at the 
0.2 Crisis Frequency level. To determine if this pattern persisted across correlations above the 
0.4 Mobility level, an extended analysis was conducted using the same measures across variable 
combinations with the addition of Mobility Levels 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. Results from 
this extended analysis (with all possible levels of Mobility included rather than only levels 0.1, 
0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 as in results shown in Figure 5) are shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6 
Results from Study 2 (including all possible levels of Mobility) 
Note: Results from Study 2 showing the correlation between the Deep-Tie Index and Payoff-
Investment Ratio across Mobility and Crisis Frequency variable combinations. 
From Figure 6 we can clearly see narrow, deep ties are still preferred across almost all 
variable combinations. We also see two distinct patterns forming, with Mobility levels 0.1, 0.2, 
Mobility 
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and 0.3 following the first pattern characterized by a relatively flat line that increases in variation 
as the Mobility level increases and Mobility Levels 0.4 and above following the second pattern 
characterized by a high correlational value at the 0.0 Crisis Frequency level followed by an 
immediate dip at the 0.2 Crisis Frequency Level and then a steady increase as Crisis Frequency 
Levels increase. These patterns reveal an interesting trend since, as seen in the results of Study 1, 
in societies with generally low levels of mobility (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3) levels of environmental 
stability do not have a strong effect on how a person chooses to make connections likely because 
their social networks are generally unchanging to begin with. With their social networks 
remaining mostly as established and opportunities to enter new social networks or drop existing 
relationships low, the stability of the environment they are in likely would not affect an agent’s 
choice of social networks since they would be investing and receiving across a stable network no 
matter how unpredictable their environment is. We now see, however, that as Mobility levels 
increase, levels of environmental stability begin to impact an agent’s preference for social 
networks. Excluding the 0.0 Crisis Frequency level in which the agent is experiencing no crises, 
we see overall that as levels of environmental stability decrease (as Crisis Frequency increases), 
the preference for investing into narrow, deep ties increases.  
The patterns pulled from Study 2 are difficult to compare to those pulled from the Oishi 
and Kesebir paper as the model in Part 2 of the study was only based on the broad concepts used 
in the original Excel simulation and looked to eliminate inconsistencies presented in the original 
model. However, we do see support for their idea that agents affected by low relational mobility 
prefer narrow, deep ties over broad, weak ones as the correlations for low mobility lines almost 
all fall in the positive range. They also predict that agents experiencing low levels of 
environmental stability (higher levels of Crisis Frequency) will prefer narrow, deep ties over 
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broad, weak ones which can also be seen in Figure 6 as preference for weak ties overall 
increases as Crisis Frequency increases. Of course, societies in which people are completely 
unaffected by crises do not exist in the real world, so it is difficult to explain why we see lower 
correlational values at the 0.0 Crisis Frequency level for higher Mobility societies. These agent’s 
budgets continue to grow throughout the model while they continue to level up their friendships 
and form new relationships with any agents they want since they don’t need to worry about the 
negative consequences of a crisis impacting them and who would help shield them from those 
problems.  
 Overall, a preference for narrow, deep ties is seen across most of the variable 
combinations with minor exceptions occurring across some combinations of the 0.1 Mobility line 
in which the correlational values border on negative. For Mobility lines above 0.4, the recurring 
pattern shows that apart from Crisis Frequency levels of 0.0 and 0.2, as Crisis Frequency 
increases, the preference for narrow, deep ties increases as well. Again, although it is difficult to 
compare these results directly to those from the Oishi and Kesebir paper, the upwards trends in 
Mobility lines across increasing Crisis Frequencies are mirrored in the Mobility lines above 0.4 
in Figure 6. The Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis does not seem to be supported by these 
results. Instead, support is seen for Oishi and Kesebir’s original hypothesis, specifically the 
hypothesized optimal social network consisting of narrow, deep ties for agents experiencing high 
levels of Crisis Frequency and agents experiencing low levels of Relational Mobility. Table 3 
lists the average correlation value for each variable combination while Table 4 lists the 
calculated 95% Confidence Interval. 
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Table 3 
Average Correlations Across All Variable Combinations 
 
Table 4 
Calculated Confidence Intervals Across All Variable Combinations 
 Crisis Frequency 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Mobility 0.1 
-0.004 -0.008 0.013 0.009 -0.003 
0.2 0.085 0.123 0.112 0.097 0.094 
0.3 
0.282 0.313 0.278 0.324 0.271 
0.4 0.383 0.184 0.223 0.252 0.294 
0.5 0.305 0.227 0.309 0.376 0.431 
0.6 0.283 0.206 0.351 0.401 0.455 
0.7 0.353 0.254 0.345 0.375 0.455 
0.8 0.348 0.234 0.308 0.387 0.453 
0.9 0.363 0.226 0.331 0.361 0.441 
1.0 0.309 0.228 0.300 0.413 0.457 
 Crisis Frequency 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 












































 Although results from the Oishi and Kesebir paper, Study 1, and Study 2 were not fully 
consistent, they can provide some useful insight into Oishi and Kesebir’s original hypothesis as 
well as the usage of agent-based models in research related to social networks and interactions. 
Results from Study 1 provide support for the Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis while results 
from Study 2 mirror results from Oishi and Kesebir and provide some support for their 
hypothesis of people in societies characterized by low Relational Mobility and low 
environmental stability (high Crisis Frequency) preferring narrow, deep network ties and people 
from societies characterized by high Relational Mobility and high environmental stability (low 
Crisis Frequency) preferring broad, weak network ties. Results from Study 1 may also reflect an 
agent-based model that does not exactly mirror that used by Oishi and Kesebir in their study. 
This could be due to the inconsistencies mentioned previously in this paper. Certainly, further 
research is needed to find support for either Oishi and Kesebir’s hypothesis or the Strength of 
Weak Ties Hypothesis before general claims can be made about the types of networks that would 
be preferred in societies around the world based on their Mobility levels and environmental 
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have an impact on social network preferences with optimal network types following those 
predicted by Oishi and Kesebir. 
 Many changes were made between Study 1 and Study 2 to correct for the problems 
presented by the Oishi and Kesebir paper in the creation of the original model for Study 1. In the 
future, it would be interesting to investigate further research from the field to reimagine the core 
parameters of the model (Mobility, Crisis Frequency, and Friendship Difficulty) in a way that 
can better reflect how they exist across real societies. Similarly, the broad concepts and goals of 
the Oishi and Kesebir paper could be used in combination with real data to better reflect the 
formation of social networks by including symmetrical relationships, bi-directional linkages, 
family bonds, and perhaps even Mobility levels that respond to crises in the environment. Before 
incorporating this research, however, it could be beneficial to look back into the models used in 
Study 1 and Study 2 to better understand where errors may have occurred specifically and how 
changing the definitions of the core parameters as well as of those variables that were unclear 
would affect results. A good place to start with these re-analyses would be at the 0.0 Crisis 
Frequency Level of Mobility Levels 0.4 and above in Study 2. 
 Extending the usage of these models, especially the model used in Study 2, could also 
provide useful information about human social network interactions. Social interactions are 
clearly very complex with many factors influencing their outcomes. The model created and used 
in Study 2 is meant to serve as a base from which to build off to answer further questions about 
social networking and therefore does not address many of the complexities that come with 
decision-making and social interactions. More variables could be added to the model which are 
known to vary across cultures to determine how agent interactions change as a result of their 
manipulation. Bi-directional linkages could also be added for agents to exchange information 
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across their links with each other. Perhaps the results of a model that incorporates both agents 
checking their friend lists to determine how close they are with one another before exchanging 
points could yield different results. For example, agent A may consider agent B a Very Close 
Friend while agent B considers agent A to be only a Close Friend. If agent A knows that agent B 
is not likely to return the points invested in them because of friendship level differences, agent A 
may invest a smaller number of points in agent B than they would in an agent who also 
considered them a Very Close Friend which could affect Payoff. Similarly, a sharing or 
reciprocity game could be added to the model where agents are able to make decisions about the 
number of points they invest in their individual connections or groups based on how likely they 
are to get those points back. The addition of specific social groups or labels could also change 
the distribution of points if a submodel is added that gives agents a preference for what groups 
they would like to be a part of or what agents they would like to associate with.  
 Along with the addition of information available to the agent during decision making or 
other social variables, this model could be used to further study one key component of the 
Strength of Weak Ties Hypothesis. SWT argues that agents may be able to be informed about a 
crisis before it affects them or their closest circle by getting information from their weak ties. To 
test SWT further in the context of this model, a component could be added that allows agents to 
learn different information from different friend types and prepare for a crisis before its 
occurrence if they are willing to establish weak ties to others and gather information outside of 
their closest connections. This information spread could be directly affected by Mobility as 
Mobility could determine who the agent would be able to reach to establish connections with 
which could make an interesting addition to the model. 
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 While further research is needed to determine what social networking strategies are 
optimal across different socio-ecological factors, Study 1 has shown support for the Strength of 
Weak Ties Hypothesis while Study 2 has shown support for Oishi and Kesebir’s hypothesis. 
These agent-based models have the potential to answer further questions about optimal social 
networking strategies if they are built on and can also be used to answer cross-cultural questions 
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Appendix 
NetLogo Model – Part 1 
globals [friend_count friends_leaving vcfinvestment cfinvestment dfinvestment 
initial_deeptieindex budget leaving_budget crisis_budget very_close_friends_count 
close_friends_count distant_friends_count total_gone payoff outcome outcome_budget 
payoff_investment] 
 
breed [very_close_friends very_close_friend] 
 
breed [close_friends close_friend] 
 





  ca 
 
  reset-ticks 
 
  create-very_close_friends one-of (range round(random-poisson 6) 13) 
  create-close_friends one-of (range round(random-poisson 10) 21) 
  create-distant_friends one-of (range round(random-poisson 30) 61) 
 
  set friend_count ((count very_close_friends) + (count close_friends) + (count distant_friends)) 
 
  ask turtles [set size 1 set shape "person" setxy random 49 random 49 set color white] 
 
  ask very_close_friends [set color green + 2] 
  ask close_friends [set color yellow + 2] 
  ask distant_friends [set color orange + 2] 
 
  ask turtle 0 [create-links-with other turtles set size 1.25 set shape "person" set color white setxy 
26 26] 
 







  tick 
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  if ticks = 1 [ask turtle 0 [invest]] 
 
  if ticks = 2 [ask turtle 0 [leave]] 
  if ticks = 2 [ask turtle 0 [crisis]] 
  if ticks = 2 [ask turtle 0 [new_friends]] 
 







  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "1. The agent has " friend_count " friends.")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word " - " count very_close_friends " very close friend(s) [green]")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word " - " count close_friends " close friends [yellow]")] 







  set vcfinvestment (5 * count very_close_friends) 
  set cfinvestment (3 * count close_friends) 
  set dfinvestment (1 * count distant_friends) 
 
  set budget (vcfinvestment + cfinvestment + dfinvestment) 
 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (" ")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "   The agent has a budget of " budget " and a deep-tie")] 
 
  set initial_deeptieindex ((count very_close_friends + count close_friends) / friend_count) 
 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "   index of " precision initial_deeptieindex 5 ".")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (" ")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print "   (The higher the deep-tie index, the more"] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print "   the agent has invested in deep ties relative"] 







  set friends_leaving round (friend_count * mobility) 
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  ifelse mobility = 0.0 [ask n-of (friends_leaving) turtles with [ color != white ] [set color red]] 
[ifelse mobility = 1.0 [ask n-of ((friends_leaving) - 1) turtles with [ color != white ] [set color 
red]] [ask n-of (friends_leaving) turtles with [ color != white ] [set color red]]] 
 
  set very_close_friends_count (count turtles with [(color = red) and (breed =  
very_close_friends)]) 
  set close_friends_count (count turtles with [(color = red) and (breed =  close_friends)]) 
  set distant_friends_count (count turtles with [(color = red) and (breed =  distant_friends)]) 
 
  set total_gone (distant_friends_count + close_friends_count + very_close_friends_count) 
 
  ask turtles with [ color = red ] [ask my-links [die]] 
  ask turtles with [ color = red ] [ die ] 
 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (" ")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "2. The agent has lost " friends_leaving " friend(s).")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word " - Lost " very_close_friends_count " very close friend(s)")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word " - Lost " close_friends_count " close friends")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word " - Lost " distant_friends_count " distant friends")] 
 
  set leaving_budget (budget - ((5 * very_close_friends_count) + (3 * close_friends_count) + (1 * 
distant_friends_count))) 
 







  ask turtle 0 [output-print (" ")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "3. The probability of the agent experiencing")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "   a crisis is " (crisis_frequency * 100) "%.")] 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (" ")] 
 
  ask turtle 0 [ifelse (random 100 <= (crisis_frequency * 100)) [output-print " - The agent has 
experienced a crisis." (ifelse ((very_close_friends_count + close_friends_count) < round (0.10 * 
friend_count))[set crisis_budget (leaving_budget - 5)] [set crisis_budget 
leaving_budget])][output-print " - The agent has not experienced a crisis." set crisis_budget 
leaving_budget]] 
 








  ask turtle 0 [output-print (" ")] 
 
  if friendship_difficulty = 0 [set payoff (total_gone)*(1 + random 2)] 
  if friendship_difficulty = 0.2 [set payoff (total_gone)*(0.8)] 
  if friendship_difficulty = 0.4 [set payoff (total_gone)*(0.6)] 
  if friendship_difficulty = 0.5 [set payoff (total_gone)*(0.5)] 
  if friendship_difficulty = 0.6 [set payoff (total_gone)*(0.4)] 
  if friendship_difficulty = 0.8 [set payoff (total_gone)*(0.2)] 
  if friendship_difficulty = 1 [set payoff 0] 
 
  ask turtle 0 [output-print (word "   The agent has a payoff of " payoff ".")] 
 




NetLogo Model – Part 2 
globals [] 
 
turtles-own [dfpref startingbudget giveawaybudget receivebudget budget linknum neighborlist 
tickneighborlist totalconnections dflinkneighborsnum cflinkneighborsnum vcflinkneighborsnum 
dfgiveawaybudget cfgiveawaybudget vcfgiveawaybudget dfgiveawaybudgeteach 
cfgiveawaybudgeteach vcfgiveawaybudgeteach deeptieindex endbudget payoff 
payoff_investment investment] 
 
directed-link-breed [very_close_friend_links very_close_friend_link] 
directed-link-breed [close_friend_links close_friend_link] 




  ca 
 
  reset-ticks 
 
  crt (random-normal 150 5) 
  [ 
    set shape "person" 
    set color white 
    set size 1.5 
    setxy random-xcor random-ycor 
  ] 
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  ask turtles 
  [ 
    set dfpref one-of (range round(random-poisson 30) 61) 







  ask turtles 
  [ 
    left random 15 
    right random 15 
    forward 1 
  ] 
 
  if (ticks >= 0) and (ticks <= 10) 
  [ 
    ask turtles [get_points] 
 
    clear-links 
  ] 
 
  if (ticks > 10) and (ticks <= 25) 
  [ 
    ask turtles [make_connections] 
 
    ask turtles [crisis_aid] 
 
    clear-links 
  ] 
 
  if ticks = 26 [stop] 
 






  create-distant_friend_links-to up-to-n-of dfpref other turtles in-radius (mobility * 75) 
 
  ask distant_friend_links [set color red] 
 
  set tickneighborlist ([who] of out-link-neighbors) 
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  set neighborlist sentence (sentence neighborlist) (tickneighborlist) 
 
  set linknum count my-out-links 
 
  if linknum > 0 [ 
 
    if (ticks = 0) 
    [ 
 
      set giveawaybudget (startingbudget / linknum) 
 
      set investment investment + giveawaybudget 
 
      ask out-link-neighbors [set receivebudget (giveawaybudget + receivebudget)] 
    ] 
 
    if (ticks > 0) 
    [ 
      set giveawaybudget (budget / linknum) 
 
      set investment investment + giveawaybudget 
 
      ask out-link-neighbors [set receivebudget (giveawaybudget + receivebudget)] 
    ] 
  ] 
 
    set receivebudget receivebudget 
 





to-report counted-list [ l ] 
  let the-list l 
 
  let c-list [] 
 
  while [length the-list > 0] 
 
  [ 
    let item-count 0 
 
    let new-list [] 
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    foreach range length the-list  
    [ 
      x -> if-else (item x the-list = item 0 the-list) 
 
      [set item-count item-count + 1] 
 
      [set new-list lput item x the-list new-list] 
    ] 
 
      set c-list lput (list item 0 the-list item-count) c-list 
 
      set the-list new-list 
  ] 
 






  set receivebudget 0 
 
  set totalconnections counted-list neighborlist 
 
 
  foreach totalconnections [x -> if item 1 x = one-of [3 4 5][create-distant_friend_link-to turtle 
item 0 x]] 
  ask distant_friend_links [set color red] 
 
 
  foreach totalconnections [x -> if item 1 x = one-of [6 7 8 9 10][create-close_friend_link-to 
turtle item 0 x]] 
  ask close_friend_links [set color yellow] 
 
 
  foreach totalconnections [x -> if item 1 x > 10 [create-very_close_friend_link-to turtle item 0 
x]] 
  ask very_close_friend_links [set color green] 
 
 
  set tickneighborlist ([who] of out-link-neighbors) 
  set neighborlist sentence (sentence neighborlist) (tickneighborlist) 
 
 
  set dflinkneighborsnum (count out-distant_friend_link-neighbors) 
  set cflinkneighborsnum (count out-close_friend_link-neighbors) 
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  set vcflinkneighborsnum (count out-very_close_friend_link-neighbors) 
 
 
  set vcfgiveawaybudget (0.556 * budget) 
  set cfgiveawaybudget (0.333 * budget) 
  set dfgiveawaybudget (0.111 * budget) 
 
 
  if (dflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (cflinkneighborsnum = 0) and (vcflinkneighborsnum = 0) 
  [ 
    set dfgiveawaybudgeteach (dfgiveawaybudget / dflinkneighborsnum) 
 
    set investment investment + dfgiveawaybudget 
  ] 
 
 
  if (dflinkneighborsnum = 0) and (cflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (vcflinkneighborsnum = 0) 
  [ 
    set cfgiveawaybudgeteach (cfgiveawaybudget / cflinkneighborsnum) 
 
    set investment investment + cfgiveawaybudget 
  ] 
 
 
  if (dflinkneighborsnum = 0) and (cflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (vcflinkneighborsnum > 0) 
  [ 
    set cfgiveawaybudgeteach (cfgiveawaybudget / cflinkneighborsnum) 
    set vcfgiveawaybudgeteach (vcfgiveawaybudget / vcflinkneighborsnum) 
    set investment investment + cfgiveawaybudget 
    set investment investment + vcfgiveawaybudget 
  ] 
 
 
  if (dflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (cflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (vcflinkneighborsnum = 0) 
  [ 
    set dfgiveawaybudgeteach (dfgiveawaybudget / dflinkneighborsnum) 
    set cfgiveawaybudgeteach (cfgiveawaybudget / cflinkneighborsnum) 
    set investment investment + dfgiveawaybudget 
    set investment investment + cfgiveawaybudget 
  ] 
 
 
  if (dflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (cflinkneighborsnum > 0) and (vcflinkneighborsnum > 0) 
  [ 
    set dfgiveawaybudgeteach (dfgiveawaybudget / dflinkneighborsnum) 
    set investment investment + dfgiveawaybudget 
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    set cfgiveawaybudgeteach (cfgiveawaybudget / cflinkneighborsnum) 
    set investment investment + cfgiveawaybudget 
    set vcfgiveawaybudgeteach (vcfgiveawaybudget / vcflinkneighborsnum) 
    set investment investment + vcfgiveawaybudget 
  ] 
 
  ask out-distant_friend_link-neighbors [set budget (dfgiveawaybudgeteach + budget)] 
  ask out-close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget (cfgiveawaybudgeteach + budget)] 







  set endbudget budget 
 
   if crisis_frequency = 0.2 and (random 100 <= 20) and (vcflinkneighborsnum < (.10 * 
(vcflinkneighborsnum + cflinkneighborsnum + dflinkneighborsnum))) 
 
  [ 
    set budget (budget - (0.15 * budget)) 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 3) * 10) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 1 out-very_close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 500] 
 
      set budget budget + 500 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 2) * 10) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 2 out-close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 300] 
 
      set budget budget + 300 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 10)) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 3 out-distant_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 100] 
 
      set budget budget + 100 
    ] 
  ] 
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  if crisis_frequency = 0.4 and (random 100 <= 40) and (vcflinkneighborsnum < (.10 * 
(vcflinkneighborsnum + cflinkneighborsnum + dflinkneighborsnum))) 
  [ 
    set budget (budget - (0.15 * budget)) 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 3) * 10) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 1 out-very_close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 500] 
 
      set budget budget + 500 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 2) * 10) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 2 out-close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 300] 
 
      set budget budget + 300 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 10)) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 3 out-distant_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 100] 
 
      set budget budget + 100 
    ] 
  ] 
 
  if crisis_frequency = 0.6 and (random 100 <= 60) and (vcflinkneighborsnum < (.10 * 
(vcflinkneighborsnum + cflinkneighborsnum + dflinkneighborsnum))) 
  [ 
    set budget (budget - (0.15 * budget)) 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 3) * 10) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 1 out-very_close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 500] 
 
      set budget budget + 500 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 2) * 10) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 2 out-close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 300] 
 
      set budget budget + 300 
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    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 10)) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 3 out-distant_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 100] 
 
      set budget budget + 100 
    ] 
  ] 
 
 
  if crisis_frequency = 0.8 and (random 100 <= 80) and (vcflinkneighborsnum < (.10 * 
(vcflinkneighborsnum + cflinkneighborsnum + dflinkneighborsnum))) 
  [ 
    set budget (budget - (0.15 * budget)) 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 3) * 10) 
    [ 
      ask up-to-n-of 1 out-very_close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 500] 
 
      set budget budget + 500 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 2) * 10) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 2 out-close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 300] 
 
      set budget budget + 300 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 10)) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 3 out-distant_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 100] 
 
      set budget budget + 100 
    ] 
  ] 
 
 
  if crisis_frequency = 1.0 
  [ 
     set budget (budget - (0.15 * budget)) 
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    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 3) * 10) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 1 out-very_close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 500] 
 
      set budget budget + 500 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 2) * 10) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 2 out-close_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 300] 
 
      set budget budget + 300 
    ] 
 
    if (random 100 <= (mobility * 10)) 
    [ 
 
      ask up-to-n-of 3 out-distant_friend_link-neighbors [set budget budget - 100] 
 
      set budget budget + 100 
    ] 
  ] 
 
 
  if ticks = 25 
  [ 
    if cflinkneighborsnum = 0 or dflinkneighborsnum = 0 
    [ 
 
      set deeptieindex vcflinkneighborsnum 
    ] 
 
    if cflinkneighborsnum != 0 or dflinkneighborsnum != 0 
    [ 
      set deeptieindex (vcflinkneighborsnum / (cflinkneighborsnum + dflinkneighborsnum)) 
    ] 
 
    set payoff (vcflinkneighborsnum + cflinkneighborsnum + dflinkneighborsnum) * 196 
 
    if budget != 0 or endbudget != 0 
    [ 
      set payoff payoff + (budget - endbudget) 
    ] 
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    set payoff_investment (payoff / investment) 
  ] 
 
end 
